ABSTRACT In this paper, a modified generalized likelihood test (GLT) double faults isolation approach based on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and reduced-order parity vector (RPV) has been proposed. To improve the reliability of the strapdown inertial navigation system (SINS), redundant inertial sensors (gyros and accelerometers) are applied to SINS, which is called redundant SINS. The six-gyro SINS has been widely used because of its high reliability, low cost, and small volume. Using fault isolation, faulty sensors can be isolated when they are faulty in redundant SINS. The GLT double faults isolation approach based on MLE effectively isolates double faults due to its high sensitivity, small calculation, and easy implementation. However, this approach cannot correctly recognize detailed double faults in six-gyro SINS. Additionally, this approach cannot work during SINS motion. In this paper, first, based on MLE, double faults isolation function and faults isolation threshold are redesigned, and then, the application range of double faults isolation function is analyzed. Second, a modified RPV isolation approach is proposed to correctly recognize the detailed double faults. Third, the Kalman filter is employed to compensate the dynamic errors of sensors, making a new approach applicable to dynamic application. The simulation shows that the new approach is able to isolate double faults effectively for six-gyro SINS during SINS motion.
I. INTRODUCTION
SINS provides the attitude, velocity and geographical position of a vehicle: ship, aircraft, spacecraft, missile, and so on. Accuracy and reliability are two important indicators evaluating SINS [1] . Inertial sensors (gyros and accelerometers), consisting of SINS, would fail due to poor working environment, improper operation and service life. With faulty sensors, SINS gives incorrect navigation information and loses effectiveness even more [2] , [3] .
Adding redundant inertial sensors to SINS, generating redundant SINS, is an effective way to improve reliability of SINS [4] . Redundant SINS has the advantages of low cost and small volume compared to redundant systems. In redundant SINS, six-gyro SINS is widely applied as it provides big reliability, low cost and small volume [5] , [6] .
In six-gyro SINS, navigation information is derived from outputs of six sensors. If any one of the multiple inertial sensors fails, no correct navigation results would be obtained. Generally speaking, inertial sensor's fault presents no output, bias and outliers [7] . Fault's types can be divided into hard faults and soft faults. Hard faults, caused by hardware damage, make sensors fail immediately. Soft faults, caused by complex reasons, cannot be detected until they are accumulated to some degree.
Isolation of faulty sensors in six-gyro SINS is necessary. FI is to determine fault's location, type and duration in redundant SINS [8] . Existing FI of six-gyro SINS mainly focus on single fault isolation. Direct comparison approach has a big calculation, but it can only diagnose hard fault [9] . Mean test approach is especially suitable for small fault in the system, but the fault diagnosis delay is large [10] . The local estimation approach is also suitable for diagnosing small fault, but it has a big amount of calculation, and its fault diagnosis delay is large [11] . Optimal parity vector test (OPT) has good robustness, while the false alarm rate of fault detection is high [12] . Singular value decomposition (SVD) fails to diagnose the opposite direction fault [13] . GLT can solve these problems and has the advantages of high sensitivity, small calculation and easy implementation, which make it become most widely applied to FI [14] .
When two faulty sensors exist in six-gyro SINS at the same time, the above approaches cannot work. Some scholars do research on GLT to make it useful for double faults. Yang and Shim [15] and Kim et al. [16] have proposed a reduced-order parity vector (RPV) approach for double faults isolation. Lee and Kim [17] has proposed an extended parity vector approach for double faults isolation considering the effect of large fault direction angle. However, the double faults isolation approaches proposed by Yang, Kim, and Won Heel Lee are applied for seven or more inertial sensors, and they fail for six inertial sensors.
Qin and Niu [18] and Wei et al. [19] proposed a GLT double faults isolation function based on MLE. This approach is useful for both hard faults and soft faults. In addition, it has high sensitivity, small calculation and easy implementation. However, this approach fails to isolate detailed double faults in six-gyro SINS. There has not been an approach absolutely recognizing detailed double faults for six-gyro SINS.
In this paper, a modified GLT double faults isolation approach broadens Qin's application range, making double faults be isolated in six-gyro SINS. This approach first analyzes application range of Qin's approach. Second, a modified RPV isolation approach is proposed to correctly isolate detailed double faults in six-gyro SINS, when Qin's approach is out of application range.
However, due to the errors of inertial sensors, faults cannot be isolated when using the proposed approach in dynamic application. To solve this problem, KF is applied to estimate errors of sensors [20] , making the proposed approach useful during SINS motion. With KF, the proposed approach can isolate double faults for six-gyro SINS in dynamic application. This paper is organized as follows. Part II proves the limitation of traditional GLT. In part III, a modified GLT double faults isolation approach based on MLE and PRV approach is proposed in six-gyro SINS. In addition, KF is applied to our approach in dynamic application. In part IV, a redundant model, regular dodecahedron structure, is described. Some experimental results and discussions are presented in part V. At last, the final conclusion can be found.
II. TRADITIONAL GLT ALGORITHM AND LIMITATIONS
In this part, traditional GLT basic algorithm is first described. Second, three limitations of GLT isolation approach are discussed.
A. TRADITIONAL GLT ALGORITHM
Assuming that a set of redundant inertial sensors generates m measurements:
where Z ∈ R m is a vector of inertial sensors' measurements. X ∈ R n denotes the three-dimensional true inertial quantity. H ∈ R m×n is a measurement matrix of inertial sensors. f presents a m-dimensional fault vector (when the ith sensor has a fault, the ith row of f is fault's magnitude, and the others' are zero) and ε is a measurement noise vector which is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean, and covariance matrix of ε is Q, which satisfies:
In order to detect and isolate faults in redundant SINS, a(m − 3)-dimensional parity vector P is designed by creating a parity matrix V :
where V is a (m − 3) × m-dimensional parity matrix that satisfies [21] 
Its column space is referred to as the ''parity space'' of H. The parity vector P is the projection of measurement Z onto the parity space of H. (3) can be rewritten as
From (5), the parity vector P is a vector only related to fault vector and measurement noise vector, and P has no connection with the true inertial quantity vector. The statistical property of P can be derived from two hypotheses. The normal mode is identified as H 0 , and the failure mode is identified as H 1 :
where µ = Vf . With statistics of P and MLE of µ, the traditional GLT fault detection decision function and fault decision criteria are given [14] :
If FD GLT ≥ T D , fault occur :
where FD GLT ∼ χ 2 (m − n). T D is a fault detection threshold derived from Chi square distribution table according to the given false alarm rate and degree of freedom (m − n). Fault isolation must be done after the fault has been detected. It is assumed that fault isolation contains m hypotheses. The situation that the ith inertial sensor has a fault is defined as the failure mode H i :
where From MLE of f i , traditional GLT fault isolation function is given:
where the maximum of FI GLT (i) denotes the isolation function of faulty sensor. In other words, V 1 , V 2 . . . V m are fault directions. Since the failure of the ith measurement Z i increases the parity vector P in the fault direction V i , maximum value of FI GLT (i) is just to find the fault direction V i corresponding to faulty sensor.
B. LIMITATIONS
There are three problems in traditional GLT algorithm for double faults isolation in six-gyro SINS, which are presented as follows.
1) GLT ISOLATION FUNCTION
Traditional GLT isolation function cannot isolate double faults, as shown in simulation. Assuming both gyro 1 and gyro 2 have hard faults at the third second, the GLT single fault isolation figures are shown below. The gyro corresponding to the biggest value of single fault isolation function is the faulty gyro. Fig.1 shows that gyro 5 and gyro 6 have hard faults, and the faults' situation is inconsistent with simulation condition. The results show that faults isolation are incorrect. Simulation verifies that traditional GLT isolation function fails to isolate double faults.
2) GLT PARITY VECTOR
From (3) and (4), the projection of f onto the parity space of H can be denoted asf null :
The projection of two faults onto the parity space of H is denoted asf ij :f
where f i and f j are the ith inertial sensor's fault magnitude and the jth inertial sensor's fault magnitude, respectively. e i and e j are m-dimensional column vectors. The component's value which is corresponding to the faulty inertial sensor is 1, and the others are 0. In order to prove that GLT cannot isolate double faults, we assume two situations: one is that both sensor i and sensor j have faults, and the other is that both sensor l and sensor k have faults. From (13) , the difference between projections of the two situations above onto the parity space of H is described:
From the property of V , rank(V ) = m − 3, there are (m − 3) independent columns of V . Thus, the situation that some combinations of the four value f i , f j , αf l and αf k make (14) become zero must be exist when m = 6. Therefore, f null generated from faults in different situations will be collinear, and the parity vectors in (5) will be collinear under different situations. From (11) , the parity vector's direction is the key to isolation. When parity vectors in different situations are collinear, it's hard to tell that parity vector's direction is generated from which two faulty sensors. The proof shows that collinear parity vectors in different faults situations make traditional GLT algorithm fail to isolate double faults in six-gyro SINS.
3) DYNAMIC APPLICATION
During SINS motion, traditional GLT algorithm cannot detect and isolate double faults because of the inertial sensor's errors-scale factor errors, input axis misalignment and bias. When faults are not taken into consideration, (1) will be rewritten as:
where H se ∈ R m×m is the measurement matrix considering scale factor errors. H me ∈ R m×n is a measurement matrix considering input axis misalignment. b 1 is a measurement matrix considering bias. ε 1 is Gaussian white noise with zero mean. (15) can be rewritten as:
where
According to (3) and (4), the parity vector can be rewritten as:
From (18) , parity vector P is related to true inertial quantity X, inertial sensors errors and measurement noise. In static application, the true inertial quantity X is only sensible to the 5314 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Modified GLT double faults isolation. earth rotation. Thus, VH m X + Vb's order of magnitude is far less than V ε's. At this time, GLT detection never exceed fault threshold despite of fault. Thus, inertial sensors errors can be ignored in static status. In dynamic application, as true state X grows, the parity vector P increases. Thus, GLT fault detection function will exceed fault threshold all the time and lead to false alarm.
From these above, we can see that traditional GLT algorithm cannot be applied to double faults isolation in dynamic application.
III. MODIFIED GLT DOUBLE FAULTS ISOLATION APPROACH
Modified GLT double faults isolation approach analyzes double faults isolation function's application range. Our approach works when Qin's approach is out of application range. Except that, KF is adopted to make our approach be able to work in dynamic application. First, GLT double faults isolation approach based on MLE is proposed to modify single fault isolation function. In addition, the application range of double faults isolation function is analyzed. Second, modified RPV isolation approach eliminates limitation of parity vector in six-gyro SINS. At last, KF is proposed to estimate the inertial sensors' error, and it will realize double faults isolation for six-gyro SINS in dynamic situation. The brief flow chart of the proposed approach is presented:
A. GLT DOUBLE FAULTS ISOLATION BASED ON MLE APPROACH
This part shows Qin's approach, GLT double faults isolation based on MLE. In addition, a new isolation threshold and application range of the approach for double faults with same magnitudes are redesigned.
When double faults happen, the statistical property of the parity vector is changed, and then a new likelihood function related to P will be derived. The maximum of new likelihood function related to P can be derived through MLE. GLT double faults isolation function can be achieved from it. New isolation threshold is proposed by analyzing double faults isolation function. Attention must be paid that the parity vector P refers to a vector generating from double faults.
Faults isolation contains m hypotheses, and the situation that both the ith inertial sensor and the jth inertial sensor have faults is defined as the failure mode H ij . The statistical property of P is
where µ ij = Ve i f + Ve j f . f is faults' magnitude of inertial sensors. e i and e j are m-dimensional column vectors (the ith and the jth elements are 1 or −1, and other elements are 0). Ve i = V i and Ve j = V j are denoted as column vectors of V .
Definition: e i and e j represent the symbol of two faults, and there are 2 situations in system. Same symbol: the ith row of e i and the jth row of e j are both 1 (or −1), presenting two faults make both of two sensors' outputs increase (or decrease). Different symbol: any one of the ith row of e i and the jth row of e j is 1, and the other is −1, presenting one of the two faults makes one sensor increase, and the rest fault makes the other sensor decrease.
As P is a linear function of ε, P is subject to (m − n)-dimensional normal distribution. Thus, new likelihood function related to P is:
From the statistical property of P, new log-likelihood function can be achieved when both the ith sensor and the jth sensor have faults:
Taking the derivative of (21) yields the maximum estimation of f :f
Then (21) can be rewritten as:
Obviously, when both the ith sensor and the jth sensor have faults, (23) has a maximum value. Considering double faults with same magnitude and same symbol, double faults isolation function is described as:
The gyros corresponding to maximum value of FI GLT (ij + ) fail. VOLUME 7, 2019 By analyzing (24) , it can be rewritten as the form of vectors' product:
where θ denotes the angle between the parity vector and the vector sum of any other two columns of V . When double faults happen, (V i +V j ) is denoted as a faults direction vector. Maximum value of FI GLT (ij + ) denotes the parity vector P's increase in the faults direction (V i + V j ) corresponding to faulty sensors. At this time, P and faults direction corresponding to faulty sensors are almost collinear despite of noise (θ is almost 0 • ). Thus the maximum value of FI GLT (ij + ) can be rewritten as:
In addition, the faults detection function is rewritten as:
At this time,
Obviously, isolation threshold equals to fault detection value, which is a dynamic value.
Equally, considering double faults with same magnitude and different symbols, double faults isolation function is described as
where isolation threshold is also fault detection value. This approach provides a double faults isolation function, while it cannot change the property of parity vector. As a result, the approach cannot solve the second limitation in part II, which makes maximum values of double faults isolation function not unique.
When there are double faults, the restricted condition of double faults isolation approach is described as:
which means vector sum of any two faults direction (or difference) are not collinear. At this time
When (30) is achieved, GLT double faults isolation function has one maximum value. At this time, (27)∼(29) can be used to isolate double faults.
While (30) is not achieved, maximum values of GLT double faults isolation function are not unique. At this time, GLT double faults isolation function is to point out the candidates of double faults, and faults exist between the pair of the ith sensor and the jth sensor and the pair of the l th sensor and the kth sensor. As to make sure which pair is faulty, modified RPV fault isolation approach must be proposed to solve the situation.
B. MODIFIED RPV FAULT ISOLATION APPROACH
The feature of original RPV double faults isolation approach is that each two sensors are omitted, and rest four sensors compose a reduced-order SINS. When there are no faults in reduced-order SINS, the omitted two sensors are faulty. While in six-gyro SINS, when two sensors are excluded, four sensors compose a new reduced-order SINS. Double faults cannot be detected in four sensors SINS [22] , [23] . As a result, original RPV faults isolation fails in six-gyro SINS.
Modified RPV fault isolation is quite different from original RPV. In modified RPV fault isolation, the problem of double faults isolation in six-gyro SINS can be transferred into single fault isolation in five-gyro SINS. When maximum values of GLT double faults isolation function are not unique, FI GLT (ij) = FI GLT (lk), it is not known whether the pair of ith sensor and the jth sensor fails or the pair of the l th sensor and the kth sensor fails. First, we can check whether the pair of the ith sensor and the jth sensor has a fault by modified RPV approach. The thought of modified RPV means: the ith sensor (or the jth sensor) can be omitted at first, a new reduced-order SINS will consist of the rest inertial sensors. If the maximum of fault isolation function value is from the jth sensor in the reduced-order SINS, the assumption is therefore right, the pair of the i th and the jth sensor fails. Second, we may check whether the pair of the l th sensor and the kth sensor fails by this approach, and then we can determine the results about faulty sensors. Details are presented as follows.
Assuming that Z ∈ R m contains all of the inertial sensors' measurements, and Z −i ∈ R m−1 contains all of the inertial sensors' measurements except the ith sensor measurement, which satisfiess i ∈ Z and s i / ∈ Z −i , and it follows that
Assuming that
satisfying
where H ∈ R m×n is a measurement matrix of inertial sensors, and H −i ∈ R (m−1)×n denotes the measurement matrix of inertial sensors excluding the ith sensor.
New parity matrix V −i can be obtained from
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where V −i is generated from H −i , and the dimension of I m−n−1 is (m−n−1), as it is in reduced-order SINS consisted of (m − 1) sensors.
Thus, new reduced-order parity vector is presented
where P is a linear function which is related to ε, and P obeys (m − n − 1)-dimensional normal distribution.
The RPV fault detection function is described:
When
there are faults in reduced-order SINS. T D1 is a fault detection threshold which can be derived from Chi square distribution table according to the given false alarm rate and degree of freedom (m − n − 1). The RPV fault isolation function is described:
where the maximum of fault isolation function FI
−i GLTmax
denotes the isolation function of faulty sensor, and (V −i * ) j denotes the jth column of V −i * . When
the pair of the ith sensor and the jth sensor fails. Otherwise, the pair of the l th sensor and the kth sensor fails. θ j and θ i refer to the angle between P −i and V j , and the angle between P −j and V i , relatively.
C. DOUBLE FAULTS ISOLATION IN DYNAMIC APPLICATION
In this part, KF is applied to estimate linear combination of inertial sensors' errors in parity vector. After compensation of inertial sensors' errors in parity vector, double faults isolation can be applied to dynamic application.
1) ESTIMATION OF INERTIAL SENSORS' ERRORS
From (3), (4) and (16), the parity function of GLT approach can be used as the observation model of KF:
When there are no faults, (46) can be rewritten as:
A ∈ R (m−3)×3 and b ∈ R (m−3)×1 are the vectors related to errors of inertial sensors. Assuming that a is a vector whose form is displayed as follows:
where a ij is an element of A, and l satisfies l = m − 3. The first part of (47) can be rewritten as:
where C is a matrix satisfying C ∈ R l×3l , which can be denoted as: 
Thus, (47) can be rewritten as:
where (51) can be viewed as the observation model of KF. And C is related to the true inertial quantity X, and X's estimationX is described:
And C's estimationĈ is described: 
Then (51) can be rewritten as:
The vector to be estimated, a and b , can be combined to a new state vector e: e = a b .
Then (54) can be rewritten as:
whereM = Ĉ I and ε = V ε. In KF model, (56) is the observation model, measurement is P, the state vector to be estimated is e, and ε is the measurement noise. In order to estimate e, a dynamic model about e is needed. Measurement noise covariance matrix is denoted as R k . Assuming that e satisfies Discrete Markov process [24] :
where w k is a white noise, and system process noise covariance matrix is denoted as Q k . From observation model (56) and dynamic model (57), KF are presented:
The estimationê k can be obtained from (58) to (62).
2) COMPENSATION OF PARITY VECTOR
The compensated parity vector is presented: where compensated parity vector P * is just related to system's noise, and it has no relationship with true inertial quantity X.
When there are faults, the compensated parity vector is:
Then the GLT fault detection function is:
GLT single fault isolation function is:
GLT double faults isolation functions are
when the restricted condition
is satisfied. As (69) is not satisfied, RPV fault isolation functions further recognize detailed double faults:
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FIGURE 7. GLT double faults isolation functions for hard faults.
After compensation, single faults, and double faults can be isolated from (65) to (68) when maximum value of GLT double faults isolation function is unique. Double faults can be isolated from (67) to (71) when maximum values of GLT double faults isolation function are not unique.
Detailed double faults isolation flow chart is displayed as follows: 
IV. REDUNDANT MODEL
Compared to other redundant structures, six-gyro regular dodecahedron structure's advantages are presented:
• Compared with other redundant structures consisting of 4 gyros, 5 gyros or 7 gyros, redundant structure made of 6 gyros is optimal considering both reliability and cost. • Compared with other redundant structures made of 6 gyros, regular dodecahedron structure provides both greatest reliability and optimal navigation accuracy norm [9] :
where I means identity matrix.
• In six-gyro regular dodecahedron structure, any three of the gyros' sensitive axes are not in a plane. To get correct navigation information, at least three non-coplanar gyros' measurement are needed. Consequently, after isolating any three gyros, this six-gyro SINS is still able to work. As a result, the redundant structure is good for FI. the gyro noise and ω b ib is the true angular velocity of SINS. In semi-physical simulation, ω b ib is from simulation, and δω b ib is from experiment. In Fig.5 , IMU consists of three-axis gyros and threeaxis accelerometers. The noise of six-gyro is derived from two experiments. Details of the conditions are presented as follows:
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(1) The vehicle is under two working conditions. One is static status, and the other is motion status. In motion status, vehicle moves in a straight line with constant velocity 6.17m/s. The initial latitude ϕ is 45 • and initial longitude λ is 126 • . Attitudes of vehicle are set as sine functions and the magnitude/period of pitch angle, roll angle and yaw angle are 9 • /5s, 8 • /7s and 10 • /9s, respectively.
(2) The simulation time is 10 seconds, and sampling period is 0.005 seconds.
(3) To determine detection threshold, the given false alarm rate is set to be 0.001, and the degree of freedom is m − n = 6 − 3 = 3. From chi-square distribution table, the threshold in (9) Condition A2: both gyro 1 and gyro 2 have soft faults with slope5.
Condition B1: both gyro 1 and gyro 3 have hard faults with magnitude20 • /h. Condition B2: both gyro 1 and gyro 3 have soft faults with slope5.
(5) The measurement matrix considering scale factor errors is 
The measurement matrix considering input axis misalignment is (76), shown at the bottom of the next page, where the installation angle errors are 
In dynamic application, the initial value of KF, the initial state estimation covariance matrix PI 0 , system process noise covariance matrix Q, measurement noise covariance matrix R, and the initializations of the filter state vector e, are set as follows: 
FIGURE 12.
Traditional GLT faults detection for soft faults.
B. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The proposed approach modifies Qin's approach (GLT double faults isolation based on MLE) to enlarge Qin's range of application. This part first verifies Qin's effectiveness and limitation in static application. Second, modified RPV isolation approach is verified in static application. At last, double faults isolation based on KF in dynamic application is verified.
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1) GLT DOUBLE FAULTS ISOLATION a: EFFECTIVENESS
This part verifies modified GLT double faults isolation based on MLE in static application.
Traditional GLT faults isolation function in condition A1 is shown in Fig.6 . GLT double faults isolation functions in condition A1 are presented in Fig.7 . Isolation values in Fig.7 are detailed in table 1.
Faults detection function is to judge if faults happen in redundant SINS. When GLT detection function value is bigger than detection threshold, there are faults in system. Following faults detection, faults isolation function is to determine which gyros are faulty. Double faults isolation functions provide any two gyros' isolation function value. The gyros corresponding to biggest value of isolation function are faulty gyros.
As shown in Fig.6 , we can see that hard faults happened at the third second. Fig.7 and table 1 shows that gyro 1 and gyro 2 have hard faults. The faults' situation is consistent with condition A1. The results shows faults detection and isolation are correct. Simulation verifies GLT double faults isolation can isolate double hard faults in six-gyro SINS.
Next simulations are for soft faults in condition A2. Traditional GLT faults detection function is shown in Fig.8 . GLT double faults isolation functions are presented in Fig.9 . Isolation values in Fig.9 are detailed in table 2.
Soft faults cannot be detected until they are accumulated to some degree. Soft faults' detection time is usually later than the actual time that faults happen. From Fig.8 , we can know that soft faults happen in system. Faults are set to happen at the third second, while they are detected at the fourth second. Fig.9 and table 2 show that gyro 1 and gyro 2 have soft faults. Thus, the faults' situation is consistent with condition A2. Simulation verifies GLT double faults isolation is useful for double soft faults in six-gyro SINS.
b: LIMITATIONS
GLT double faults isolation function is useful when the pair of gyro 1 and gyro 2 is faulty. While for other situations, as condition B1 and B2 (the pair of gyro 1 and gyro 3 is faulty), this approach will give wrong results. Simulations are conducted to verify the limitation of the approach in static application. The results are as follows.
Traditional GLT faults isolation function in condition B1 is shown in Fig.10 . GLT double faults isolation functions in condition B1 are presented in Fig.11 . Isolation values in Fig.11 are detailed in table 3 .
From detection results, Fig.10 , we can see that hard faults happen at the third second. GLT double faults isolation function fails when the maximum values of GLT double faults isolation function are not unique. As shown in Fig.11 GLT double faults isolation are not unique. We cannot tell whether gyro 1 and gyro 3 fail or both gyro 4 and gyro 5 fail. At this time
is satisfied, thus it is out of application range of double faults isolation function in (30). Although Qin's approach fails to recognize which pair of sensors has hard faults, it can still point out the candidates of double faults.
Simulations are conducted for soft faults in condition B2. The results are shown as follows. Fig.12 shows traditional GLT faults detection function. GLT double faults isolation functions are shown in Fig.13 . Isolation values in Fig.13 are detailed in table 4.
From Fig.12 , we can know that soft faults happen at the fourth second. Fig.13 and table 4 show that gyro 1 and gyro 3's double faults isolation function value equals to gyro 4 and gyro 5's double faults isolation function value. We cannot tell which two sensors are faulty ones. Simulation shows Qin's approach is able to point out the candidates of double faults, but this approach fails to recognize detailed double soft faults when it is out of application range.
2) MODIFIED RPV FAULT ISOLATION
In this part, the correction of modified RPV fault isolation approach in static application is verified.
From results of Qin's approach, Fig.11 and table 3, we cannot tell whether the pair of gyro 1 and gyro 3 fails or the pair of gyro 4 and gyro 5 fails. Modified RPV fault isolation is able to recognize which pair of two gyros is faulty. First step is to exclude one gyro of the pair, and the rest five gyros compose a reduced-order SINS. Second step is to check whether the other one of the pair fails in the reduced-order SINS. If so, the pair of two gyros is faulty. The result are shown as follows.
In simulation, first, this approach is used for determining if the pair of gyro 1 and gyro 3 fails. In this pair, we exclude gyro 1. If gyro 3 has a fault in reduced-order SINS excluding gyro 1, the pair of gyro 1 and gyro 3 fails. RPV functions of reduced-order SINS excluding gyro 1 in condition B1 are presented in Fig.14 . Second, this approach is used for checking if the pair of gyro 4 and gyro 5 fails. RPV functions of reduced-order SINS excluding gyro 4 in condition B1 are shown in Fig.15 .
From Fig.14 (a) , it can be seen that a hard fault happens in reduced-order SINS. Fig.14 (b) to (f) show gyro 3's RPV fault isolation function is bigger than other gyros'. Gyro 3 is faulty in reduced-order system excluding gyro 1. Hence, gyro 1 and gyro 3 fail in six-gyro SINS.
From Fig.15 , gyro 2 has a fault in reduced-order SINS excluding gyro 1. While gyro 5 has no fault in reducedorder SINS. Thus, gyro 4 and gyro 5 are not faulty in sixgyro SINS. It can be determined that the pair of gyro 1 and gyro3 fails. Simulation result shows that modified RPV fault isolation can recognize double hard faults in six-gyro SINS.
Additional experiments are conducted for soft faults in condition B2. The results are shown as follows.
RPV functions of reduced-order SINS excluding gyro 1 are presented in Fig.16 . RPV functions of reduced-order SINS excluding gyro 4 are shown in Fig.17 . From Fig.16 , we can see that gyro 3 fails in reducedorder SINS excluding gyro 1. As a result, gyro 1 and gyro 3 have soft faults. From Fig.17 , gyro 4 and gyro 5 are not faulty. It can be seen that the pair of gyro 1 and gyro 3 has a fault. Simulation verifies that modified RPV fault isolation can work for double soft faults in sixgyro SINS.
3) DOUBLE FAULTS ISOLATION IN DYNAMIC APPLICATION
GLT double faults isolation based on MLE and RPV can effectively isolate double faults when Qin's approach fails.
Additionally, KF is applied to make our approach work in dynamic application.
In this part GLT double faults isolation based on MLE, RPV and KF in dynamic application is verified. The results are shown below.
Traditional GLT detection function and GLT detection based on KF in condition B1 are presented in Fig.18 . GLT double faults isolation functions based on KF in condition B1 are presented in Fig.19 . Isolation values in Fig.19 are detailed in table 5. RPV functions of reduced-order SINS excluding gyro 1 in condition B1 are presented in Fig.20 . RPV functions of reduced-order SINS excluding gyro 4 in condition B1 are presented in Fig.21 .
From Fig.18 (a) , we can see that traditional GLT faults detection function is bigger than detection threshold all the time. Traditional GLT faults detection function fails to detect faults, and we cannot know when faults happen in dynamic application. Fig.18 (b) shows that faults happen at the third second. Simulation shows that GLT faults isolation approach based on KF can detect hard faults in dynamic application for six-gyro SINS.
From Fig.19 and table 5, we can know that the maximum values of GLT double faults isolation function are not unique. Gyro 1 and gyro 3's double faults isolation function value equals to gyro 4 and gyro 5's. At this time, we can't tell whether the pair of gyro 1 and gyro 3 fails or the pair of gyro 4 and gyro 5 fails. Simulation verifies that GLT double faults isolation based on KF fails to isolate double hard faults in dynamic application for six-gyro SINS. Fig.20 shows that a hard fault happens in six-gyro SINS. In addition, gyro 3 fails in the reduced-order SINS excluding gyro 1. Thus gyro 1 and gyro 3 fail in six-gyro SINS. From Fig.21 , we can know that gyro 4 and gyro 5 are not faulty. Simulation shows that modified GLT double faults isolation based on MLE, RPV and KF can isolate double hard faults for six-gyro SINS in dynamic application.
The same experiments are conducted in condition B2. The results are shown as follows. Traditional GLT detection function and GLT detection based on KF are presented in Fig.22 . GLT double faults isolation functions based on KF are presented in Fig.23 . Isolation values in Fig.23 are detailed in table 6. RPV functions of reduced-order SINS excluding gyro 1 are presented in Fig.24 . RPV functions of reduced-order SINS excluding gyro 4 are presented in Fig.25 .
From Fig.21 , we can see that traditional GLT faults detection function fails to detect faults, as traditional GLT faults detection function value is bigger than detection threshold all the time. As shown in Fig.22 , we can know that a soft fault happens at the fourth second.
Simulation verifies that GLT double faults detection based on KF can isolate double soft faults for six-gyro SINS in dynamic application for six-gyro SINS. Fig.23 and table 6 show that gyro 1 and gyro 3's double faults isolation function value equals to gyro 4 and gyro 5's. We can't tell whether the pair of gyro 1 and gyro 3 fails or the pair of gyro 4 and gyro 5 fails. Simulation shows that GLT double faults isolation based on KF locates the range of double soft faults in dynamic application for six-gyro SINS.
From Fig.24 , we can see that gyro 1 and gyro 3 fail in sixgyro SINS. From Fig.25 , gyro 4 and gyro 5 are not faulty in six-gyro SINS. We can know that gyro 1 and gyro 3 fail in six-gyro SINS. Simulation verifies that modified GLT double faults isolation based on MLE, RPV and KF can work for double soft faults for six-gyro SINS in dynamic application.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a modified GLT double faults isolation approach to solve the problem that GLT double faults isolation approach cannot correctly recognize double faults for six-gyro SINS in dynamic application. The approach first determines the candidates of double faults by using GLT double faults isolation based on MLE. Second, modified RPV isolation approach correctly recognize detailed double faults. At last, KF has been employed to compensate the errors of sensors, and then our approach is useful in dynamic application. The experimental results demonstrates that the approach can successfully isolate double faults for six-gyro SINS in dynamic application.
